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PAPERS TO APPEAR IN FORTHCOMING ISSUES 
The following articles are among those presently accepted for 
publication in Historia Mathematics. Their order in this 
list does not necessarily reflect the order in which they 
will appear in future issues of the journal. 
Jijran Friberg (Chalmers University of Technology and University 
of G8teborg): "Methods and Traditions of Babylonian Mathe- 
matics: Plimpton 322, Pythagorean Triples and the Babylonian 
Triangle Parameter Equations" 
Edward R. Hogen (PAR Corporation): "Theodore Strong and Ante- 
Bellum American Mathematics" 
Isabelle G. Bashmakova (Moscow University): "Arithmetic of Alge- 
braic Curves from Diaphantos to Poincare" 
Paul J. Campbell (Beloit College) and Louise S. Grinstein (Kings- 
borough Community College of the City University of New York): 
"Anna Johnson Pell Wheeler: Her Life and Work" 
Gregory Moore (University of Toronto) and Alejandro Garciadiego 
(University of Toronto): "Burali-Forti's Paradox: A Reap- 
praisal of Its Origins" 
Jan P. Hogendijk (University of Utrecht): "How Trisections of the 
Angle Were Transmitted from Greek to Islamic Geometry" 
Jens H$yrup (Roskilde University Centre): "Investigations of an 
Early Sumerian Division Problem" 
Esther Portnoy (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign): 
"Riemann's Contribution to Differential Geometry" 
Erhard Scholz (Gesamthochschule Wuppertal): "Herbart's Influence 
on Bernhard Riemann" 
John A. Synowiec (Indiana University Northwest): "The Evolution 
of Distribution Theory" 
Paul L. Butzer (Technische Hochschule Aachen): "The Life and Work 
of E. B. Christoffel" 
